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Market Overview
Welcome to August
Rain, rain, and more rain. Fingers crossed August will be the turning point as we move into spring, but August is normally a
challenging month for supply as we still get plenty of cold, wet weather.
A big frost today for a lot of the Lower North Island and South Island on top of the wet conditions will be very challenging
for supply in those regions as we will see rots and product damage as a result.
We really need to get good fine days with good temperatures to get soil temperatures back up and get crops growing, most
outdoor crops are very slow now. Unfortunately, we expect to see product availability challenging for all of August and
pricing to remain high on most key lines.
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Fresh Vegetables
PRODUCT

AVAILABILITY

QUALITY

Potato

COMMENT
Supply steady and should be stable for August

Pumpkin

Good supply and availability, crop has been stored for a while now and
wet weather will impact quality later in the season but OK for now

Tomato

Supply still tight and will remain so until we get more temperature but
more importantly, more day length.

Kumara

Stable now with no supply issues

Broccoli

Supply is OK but still very up and down depending on weather for
harvesting

Cauliflower

Supply OK this week but still tight

Cucumber

Supply has improved and looking Ok this week

Good

Marginal

Challenging
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Fresh Fruits
PRODUCT

AVAILABILITY

QUALITY

COMMENT
Price pressure currently due to increased shipping and clearance costs so
prices are facing upward pressure

Banana

Supply OK now, only a few weeks left on NZ crop and then we will be
moving into imported lines

Mandarin

No grapes available until Mexican crop arrives at the end of this week or
early next week

Grapes
Kiwifruit

Good supply of green, gold pricing firming quite fast now

Honeydew &
Rock Melon

Finished for the season
As with bananas cost pressure are impacting prices and these will have to
move in price to reflect these input costs

Pineapple
Apple

Prices starting to firm now as we move into CA stored fruit

Pear

NZ Pears going well, both green and brown now available but brown
pears have moved up in price

Lemon

Good steady supply now

Good

Marginal

Challenging
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Seasonal Update
•

Yams are still available and are a great addition to winter roasts for a change from Potatoes and Kumara.

•

Pretty much steady as it goes now, supply and pricing still volatile based on weather around the country but
generally we are seeing undersupply across all key lines, and we don’t expect this to change throughout August and
until we see weather improve in September along with an increase in light levels and day length.

•

Being indoor grown and well controlled, mushrooms make a great winter option and are incredibly versatile. With
Buttons, flat, sliced and a whole lot of gourmet options available they make a great addition to your menus.
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Did you know?
A mushroom is neither a fruit nor a vegetable; technically mushrooms aren’t even plants. Mushrooms are a type of fungi;
Fungi are living organisms that are distantly related to plants, and more closely related to animals, but rather different
from either of those groups. All mushrooms are fungi, but not all fungi are mushrooms.
A mushroom is the reproductive structure produced by some fungi. It is somewhat like the fruit of a plant, except that the
“seeds” it produces are in fact millions of microscopic spores that form in the gills or pores underneath the mushroom’s
cap. Many mushroom species are important decomposers, metabolizing non-living organic matter. This means they break
down and “eat” dead plants. However, many species have a special, symbiotic, “mycorrhizal” relationship with species of
plants. Often, neither the mushroom nor the plant will grow without a mycorrhizal partner.
Roughly speaking, mushrooms are: 50% inedible but harmless, 25% edible, but not incredible, 20% will make you sick, 4%
will be tasty to excellent, and 1% can kill you. Popularly, the term mushroom is used to identify the edible sporophores;
the term toadstool is often reserved for inedible or poisonous sporophores. There is, however, no scientific distinction
between the two names, and either can be properly applied to any fleshy fungus fruiting structure.
Edible mushroom species have been found in association with 13,000-year-old archaeological sites in Chile. Ötzi, the
mummy of a man who lived between 3400 and 3100 BC in Europe, was found with two types of mushrooms.
Edible mushrooms are consumed for their nutritional value, and they are occasionally consumed for their supposed
medicinal value. Mushrooms consumed by those practicing folk medicine are known as medicinal mushrooms.
Mushrooms are the only vegetarian food that can make vitamin D. They contain a “pro-vitamin,” or precursor, called
ergosterol that is converted into vitamin D when exposed to the sun’s ultraviolet (UV) radiation—like how your skin
synthesizes the vitamin in response to sun exposure.

